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Abstract Stochastic partial differential equations of Hamilton-Iacobi type includ
ing non Ft-adapted solutions are studied. Using a Stratonovich type 
stochastic integral and an orbit solutions in a finite dimensional Lie al
gebra, we are dealing with non Ft-adapted solutions associated with an 
extended characteristic system of stochastic differential equations. 
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1. Introduction 

The analysis is concentrated on stochastic partial differential equations 
(SPDEs) driven by the folowing dynamics: 

(1) [ 
d,u ¢;(x,u, iJxu)dt + u, axu) ® dWj(t) 

u(O) = uo(x), (t, x, u) E [0, T] x JRn x JR, 
(u,oxu) E B(O, p) JRn+1 

where Uo (.) E C; (JRn ) and the continuous scalar function grcJ (.) E C; (JRn x 
B(O, p)) are only F-measurable pn the parameter w E 0 in a complete 
probability space {O, F, P}. 

Here w(t) = (WI, ... , wm(t)) E JRm, t E [0, TJ, is a standard m-dimen
sional Wiener process and T(W) : 0 --+ [0, T] is a stopping time allowing 
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one to define non Ft-adapted and bounded solutions (u, oxu) E B(O, p) 
jRn+I on a complete filtered probability space {n, F, P; {Ft } /' F}. The 
stochastic integral "0" appearing in the equation (1) coincides with the 
usual Fisk-Stratonovich integral "0" provided the dependence on wEn 
of uoO and goO is omitted. 

As far as the given Uo (.) and go (.) are not Fradapted we need to 
define a special type of stochastic integral "0" (Stratonovich type) en
compassing non Ft-adapted solutions (u(t,x,w),oxu(t,x,w)), t E [O,T] 
and fulfilling (1) along to the corresponding trajectories x = X(t,A,W), 
t E [0, TJ contained in the characteristic system. It can be accomplished 
using the Langevin's approximation wc(t), t E [0, T], c E (O,lJ of the 
original Wiener process and an adequate rule of stochastic differentia
tion. From now on we shall not mention the explicite dependence on 
wEn and write uo('), goO. 

On the other hand, the dependence on the gradient oxu E jRn of the 
given gi('), i E {O,l, ... ,m}, is obstructing the martingale approach 
and to achieve the goal we use some smooth mappings generated by the 
finite dimensional Lie algebra L(ZI' ... , Zm) associated with the given 
smooth diffusion coefficients {gI, ... , gm}. 

A motivation for considering such problems may appear from describ
ing a non Fradapted solutions fulfilling the corresponding Hamilton
Iacobi stochastic differential equations associated with an optimal so
lution (x(t, w), u(t, w), t E [0, T]; they are based on an augmented La
grangean H(t, x, u, 'ljJ; dt, dw(t)) defined as a stochastic differential form 

m 

H(t, x, u, 'ljJ; dt, dw(t)) = ['ljJf(t, x, u)+ fo(t, x, u)]dt+ :L 'ljJgj(t, x)0dwj(t) 
j=I 

Here the adjoint row vector function 'ljJ = ;j;(t, w) has to be determined 
as a solution of a stochastic differential equation 

(2) = - ox (t,x(t,w),u(t,w),'ljJ;dt,dw(t)), t E [O,TJ { 
- oH -

'ljJ(tj,w) = oxF(x(T,w)) 

and the optimal pair (x(t, w), u(t, w)) obeys to 

(3) {dtX = (t, X, u(t, w), ;j;(t,w); dt, dw(t)), 

x(O) = Xo E X jRn 

t E [0, TJ 

(4) { 

min ;j;(t,w)f(t,x(t,w),u) + fo(t,x(t,w),u) = 

;j;(t, w)f(t, x(t, w), u(t,w)) + fo(t, x(t, w), u(t, w)) 
a.e. (t,w) E [O,T] X n 
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Using a smooth mapping x=G(p, x), XEB(xo, po) ]Rn, pEB10, p) 
]RM, we decompose the non Ft-adapted solutions (x(t,w),'lj;(t,w)), 
t E [0, T] into a continuous and Ft-adapted process valued in the place 
of smooth diffeomorfisms and a corresponding continously differentiable 
proccess (x(t, w), w)), t E [0, T] such that (2) and (3) are satisfied 
provided an adequate stochastic integral "Q9" is defined. 

2. Some auxiliary lemmas and main results 

Everywhere in this paper we assume that smooth deterministic functions 
9j(X,U,p) are given such that 9j E ego(]Rn x B(O,p)), j E {1, ... ,m} 
where the ball B(O,p) ]Rn+1 is fixed. Denote Z = (u,p,x) E ]R2n+1, 

D B(O,p) x]Rn and define smooth vector fields Zj(z) = 

with X j (Z)=-Op9j(x, u,p) in ]Rn, 1j(z)= (9j (X, u,p)-(p, Op9j(X, u, p))) 
Ox9j(X, u,P)+pOu9j(X, u,p) 

in ]Rn+1. A solution for SPDEs (1) is derived using the corresponding 
stochastic system of characteristics. 

In addition we have to start with a local solution associated with the 
reduced stochastic differential system: 

m 

dtz = I: XT(t)Zj(z) 0 dWj(t), t E [0, Tl, zED = B(O, p) x ]Rn 
j=l 

(5) 

z(O) = Zo E Do = B(O, po) x ]Rn, ° < Po < p 

where the Fisk-Stratonovich integral "0" is used and w(t)=(Wl(t), W2(t), 
... , (wm(t))E]Rm is a standard m-dimensional Wiener process on a given 
filtered probability space {O, F, P; {Ft} /' F}. 

A local solution fulfilling (5) is found as a continuous and Ft-adapted 
process valued in the space of smooth mappings Z E ego (Do; ]R2n+1) and 
it is done assuming 

(H) The Lie algebra L(Zl,' .. ,Zm) ego (Do; ]R2n+l) determined by the 
vector fields {Zl' ... , Zm} is finite dimensional. 

The assumption (H) allow us to fixe a system of generators {Zl' ... , Zm, 
Zm+1, ... , ZM} L(Zl, ... , Zm) and to define the corresponding orbit 
of smooth mappings. 

{ 
S(p, zo) = Sl(tl) 0 ... 0 SM(tM )(zo) 

(6) p = (tl"'" tM )EDM = DI-aj , ajl, for zoEDo = B(O, Po) x Jll.n 

where Sj(t, zo), t E [-aj, ajl, Zo E Do, is a local flow generated by the 
vector field Zj, j E {1, ... , M}. 
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Using the nonsingular algebraic representation of the associated gra
dient system given in (7) we are able to recover the original vector fields 
{Zl, ... , ZM} along to the orbit solution (6) and some analitic vector 
fields qj E A(DM; ]RM), j E {I, ... , M}, are defined such that 

{ 
(p, zo)qj(p) = Zj(S(p, zo)) j E {I, ... , M} p E DM, ZoEDo 

(7) the (M x M) matrix Q(p) = (ql(p), ... , qM(p)), pEDM 
is a non singular one 

A local solution for the stochastic differential system (5) is constructed 
using the mapping S(p, zo) in (6) provided an Ft-adapted continuous 
process p = p(t) E DM, t E [0, T] is defined as a solution of the following 
system: 

m 

(8) dtp = L a(p)qj(p) 0 dWj(t), p(o) = 0, p E }RM 

j=l 

where the smooth scalar function a E Coo (}RM; [0, 1]) is taken adequately 
and fulfilling a(p) = ° for p E }RM \ B(O, 2p), a(p) = 1 for p E B(O, p), 
where p > ° is fixed such that B(O, 2p) DM. Let r(w) : n -> [0, T] 
be a stopping time defined by r( w) = inf {t E [0, T]; Ip( t) I > p} and 
associated with the solution p = p(t), t E [0, T], globally defined in (8). 
It is easily seen that p(t) = p(t 1\ r) E B(O, p), t E [0, T], is obeying to 
the following stochastic system: 

where XT(t) = 1 for r > t and XT(t) = ° for r t, t E [0, T]. 
The Ft-adapted and continuous process 

z(t, zo) = S(p(t), zo), t E [0, T], Zo E Do = B(O, po) x }Rn 

will be a local solution for the stochastic system in (5) fulfilling the 
following integral equations: 

m t 

Z(t, zo) = Zo + L 1 XT(S)Zj(Z(S, zo)) 0 dWj(s) t E [0, TJ, Zo E Do 
j=l 0 

A local solution for SPDEs (1) can be constructed provided a continu
ously differentiable process Zo = zo(t,).) E Do, t E (0, a], ° < a :::::; T, is 
defined such that 

(9) z(t,).) = S(p(t); zo(t, ).)) ED, t E [0, a], ). E }Rn 
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is a local solution of an extended system of characteristics 

where z = (u,oxu,x) = (u,p,x) and the smooth vector field Zo(z) = 

is associated with the drift part 90 in (1) as follows: 

{ 
Xo(z) = -Op90(X,u,p) E lRn, 

(11) Yo(z) = ( 90(x,U,p)+ < p,Xo(z) > ) 
Ox90(X, u, p) + POu90(X, u,p) 

In addition the Stratonovich type integral "0" is computed passing to 
the limit c '\; ° in an ordinary rule of derivation applied to the smooth 
mapping 

(12) zC:(t,,\) = S(pC:(t); zo(t, ,\)), t E [t', till c (0, a], 0< a::; T 

where p = pC:(t), t E [0, T], is fulfilling the following system of ordinary 
differential equations: 

dp m dwj(t) 
dt = I: Xr(t)a(p)qj(p) dt ,t E [0, T], p(o) = ° 

j=l 

provided the Langevin's smooth approximation 

for t E [0, T], c E (0, 1], is used. 
As a consequence we may and do write the following 

Definition 1 A stochastic integral "0" appearing in (10) is computed 
as follows: 

til [ til 1 1,Xr(t)Zj(z(t, ,\)) 0 dWj(t)= 1,Xr(t)Zj(S(p(t); zo)) 0 dWj(t) + 

til [ til 0 1 zo=zo(t' ,.>..) 1, 1 ozo (Xr(O")Zj(S(p(O"); zo)) 0 dWj(O") (t, '\)dt 
zo=zo(t,.>..) 

j E {I, ... , m}, where the Fisk-Stratonovich stochastic integral "0" 
associated with continuous Ft-adapted process valued in the space of 
smooth mappings COO (Do; lR2n+1) is used. 
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Definition 2 Let a]xD; JR) and z(t, >.) = S(j)(t)), zo(t, >')ED, 
t E [0, a], >. E JRn be defined as in (9). Then 

i tll 

Xr(t)cp(t, z(t, >.)) ® dWj(t) = 
t' 

[l,t
ll 

Xr(t)cp(t, S(j)(t); zo)) 0 dWj(t)] + 
zo=Zo(t',A) 

til [ til 0 ] dzo 1 1 oZo (Xr((j)CP((j, S(j)((j); zo))) 0 dWj((j) Tt(t, >')dt 
zo=ZO(t,A) 

The folowing stochastic rule of derivation holds true. 

Lemma 1 Let f E Ct,3([0, T] x D; JR) be given and consider the solu
tion z(t, >.) = S(j)(t); zo(t, >')), t E [0, a], fulfilling the following integral 
equations 

z(t", >.) - z(t', >.) = (til (j)(t); zo(t, >.)) ddzO (t, >.)dt+ 
Jt' uzo t 

m til 

L i Xr(t)Zj(z(t, >.)) ® dWj(t), [t', t"] [0, a] 
j=l t' 

til 

Then E 12 f(t", z(t", >.)) - f(t', z(', >.)) 12 lim { zE:(t, >.)]dt can 
E:-+O Jt' dt 

be expressed as follows 
til 

E= ( [od(t, z(t, >.))+(ozf(t, z(t, >')), ozoS(j)(t); zo(t, >.)) ddzO (t, >'))]dt+ 
t 

m (til L Jt' Xr(t) (ozf(t, z(t, >'), Zj(z(t, >.))) ® dWj(t) 
j=l t 

where the stochastic integral "®" is acting as in the Definition 2, and 
zE:(t, >.) = S(pE:(t); zo(t, >.)) is defined in (12). 

Relying on the integral equations given in Lemma 1 we may and do 
choose Zo = zo(t, >.) such that the characteristic system in (10) is fulfilled. 
In this respect, let Zo = zo(t, >'), t E [0, a], ° < a T, be the unique 
solution of the following system of ordinary differential equations 

(13) { = [;! (j)(t);zo(t,>.)]-I Zo(S(j)(t);zo(t,>.)) 

zo(O, >.) = zo(>') = (yo(>'), >.) E B(O, PI) x JRn, ° < PI < P 

where the vector field Zo E Cl(D,JR2n+l ) is defined in (11). By a direct 
computation we get the following 
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Lemma 2 Assume the hypothesis (H) is fulfilled and define 2(t, A) = 
S(p(t)j zo(t, A)), where zo(t, A), t E [0, a], A E ]Rn is the unique solution 
associated with (13). Then z = 2(t,A),t E [O,a],A E ]Rn, is a local 
solution of (10) obeying to 

2(t, A) = ZO(A) + rt Zo(2(s, A))ds + L rt XT(s)Zj(2(s, A)) ® dWj(s), 
Jo . 1 Jo 

J= 'lit E [0, a], A E ]Rn 

By definition 2(t, A) = (f)(t, A)j x(t, A)) obey to the integral equation in 
Lemma 2. We may and do solve the following algebraic equations: 
x(t, A) = x and find A = 'ljJ(t, x), t E [0, a], x E ]Rn such that 

(14) x(t, 'ljJ(t, x)) = x, 'ljJ(t, x(t, A)) = A, t E [0, a], x E ]Rn 

Denote y(t, x) = f)(t,'ljJ(t, x)) = (u(t,x),p(t,x)), t E [0, a], x E ]Rn and 
one sees easily that 

(15) u(t, x(t, A) = u(t, A),p(t, x(t, A) = p(t, A) 

A local solution for SPDEs (1) is asimilated with the above given conti
nuous process u=u(t, x), tE[O, a], A, xE]Rn provided we are able to show 

(16) 8xu(t, x) = p(t, x), t E [0, a], x E ]Rn 

and the stochastic differential [dtu(t, x)]x=x(t,>.) along to x = x(t, A) is 
acting as the following integral shows: 

it" it" (17) [dtu(t,x)]x=x(t,A) = [dtU(t,A) - (p(t,A),dtx(t,A))], 
V V 

for any [tf, til] [0, a], where the left hand side in (17) is defined as 

t" t" 

(18) 1 [dtu(t, X)]x=x (t, A) = lim 1 [dtuE(t, X)]x=xe(t >.) dt 
t' E--+O t' ' 

Here uE(t, x) = uE(t, 'ljJE(t, x)), and the smooth approximation ZE(t, A) = 
(yE(t, A), XE(t, A)) = S(pE(t)j zo(t, A) is a continuously differentiable map
ping with respect to both variables t E [0, a], A E ]Rn, and A = 'ljJE(t, x) 
is the unique solution of the algebraic equations 

Using the continuously differentiable process ZE(t, A) we get the equa
tions (16) and (17) fulfilled and expressed as follows 
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Lemma 3 Under the same conditions as in Lemma 2 define y(t, x) = 
y(t, 'IjJ(t, x)) = (u(t, x),p(t, x)), t E [0, a], x E lRn as in (15). Then (16) 
and (17) hold true, i. e. 

oxu(t, x) = p(t, x), t E [0, a], x E lRn 

til 
( [dtu( t, x) ]X=X(t,A) = 

it' 
til til 

( dtu(t, A) + { (p(t, A), opgo(z(t, A)))dt+ it' it' 
m (til 

it' XT(t)(P(t, A), opgj(z(t, A))) 0 dWj(t) 

for any [t', til] t;;;; [0, a], where the left hand side is given in (18). 

The following theorem is a direct consequence of the results stated in 
Lemmas 2 and 3. 

Theorem 1 Letgi(x,u,p), iE{O,I, ... ,m}, be given such that the hy
pothesis (H) is fulfilled. Let z(t, A)=(Y(t, A), x(t, A)), (t, A)E[O, a] xlRn , be 
the local solution associated with the integral equations given in Lemma 2. 
Let u(t, x) = u(t, 'IjJ(t, x)) and p(t, x) = p(t, 'IjJ(t, x)) where fj(t, A) = 
(u(t, A), p(t, A)) and A = 'IjJ(t, x) is the unique solution fulfilling (14). 

Then oxu(t, x) = p(t, x) and u = u(t, x) is a local solution of the 
SPDE (1) along to x = x(t, A), i.e. u(O, x) = uo(x), x E lRn , and 

m 

[dtu(t, x)]X=X(t,A) = go(z(t, A))dt + 2::= XT(t)gj(z(t, A)) 0 dWj(t) 
for any t E [0, a], A E lRn , where j=l 

( [dtu(t, x)]X=X(t,A) = U(t", A) - u(t', A) + { (p(t, A), opgo(z(t, A)))dt+ h, h, 
m til 1, XT(t) (p(t, A), opgj(z(t, A))) 0 dWj(t), for any [t', til] t;;;; [0, a]. 

Comment. A SPDE of parabolic type is obtained from the equation (1) 
replacing the drift go by [..6..xu+ f(x, u, oxu)] where the Laplacian ..6..xu has 
to be computed along to the continuous process x=x(t, A) wich may in
volve new difficulties unless we assume, in addition, Opgi (x, U, p )=biElRn , 

iE{I,2, ... ,m}. 
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